This overview provides us with a clear picture of the book's interrelated themes. While there is a logical order in the chapter progression, each chapter can be read independently of the others. There are many highlights, but I will focus briefly on two:
• Chapter 10, The Scriptures and Typology, is especially good. The introductory definitions of Mysterium, Figura, Umbra, Species and Imago are followed by an explanation of typology and how it can inform effective classroom practice in teaching Creation, the Fall, the Flood, Abraham and Exodus. This excellent chapter deserves a wide audience; • Both appendices offer outlines of an age-related spiral curriculum for catechesis /religious education. While this is aimed specifically at Australia, the suggested sequence of topics/themes is a welcome practical addition. This enhances the text considerably.
This book should be essential reading for those interested in Catholic education, not just those on the front line of catechesis and religious education. The wider challenge, however, is the complexity of Catholic education in this secular age: what does this mean for the family, the Catholic school, and the Catholic College/University? I suggest that a reappraisal of how we conceptualize Catholic education is now essential. Dr. O'Shea's volume will be one of the texts Catholic leaders should read if we sincerely wish to be a "light to the nations."
